Introduction
There are two different ways of defining complex structures of the moduli space of irreducible Einstein-Hermitian connections (cf. [Don 1], [Don2] 5 [U-Y]) ; i.e. a differential geometric way (cf. [I] , [Ko] , [L-O] ) and an algebro-geometric way (cf. [Ma] ). It has been unclear whether these two complex structures are isomorphic when they are non-reduced i.e. their structure sheaves have nilpotent elements. A main reason for this is that the deformation theory of Kuranishi type for vector bundles (e.g. [Ak] ) has not been fully generalized so that we can hardly deal with non-reduced structures in differential geometric arguments.
Main purposes of this paper are to give a complete generalisation of the deformation theory of Kuranishi type for vector bundles and to prove that the above two complex structures are isomorphic to each other.
In § §1 and 2, we will give a generalisation of the local deformation theory of Kuranishi type for vector bundles. In §1, we will show the existence of semi-universal local family of holomorphic structures (Theorem 1) using Banach analytic space argument in [Dou] . By [Ko] , Ch. VII or [L-O] together with the arguments of §1, the moduli space of simple holomorphic structures will be a (nonCommunicated by K. Saito, September 26, 1988 . * Department of Mathematics, College of Liberal Arts, Kagoshima University, Kagoshima 890, Japan. Partially supported by SFB 170 "Geometric und Analysis" and Kagoshima Prefectural Scholarship Foundation.
reduced) complex space. In §2, by a power series argument, we will show that the semi-universal local family of holomorphic structures induces that of holomorphic vector bundles (Theorem 2). In §3, we will prove that, over a projective algebraic manifold, the analytic moduli space of simple holomorphic structures (cf. [Ko] , [L-O] ) and the algebraic one of simple vector bundles (cf 0 [A-K] ) are isomorphic to each other as not necessarily reduced complex spaces (Theorem 3). By Theorem 3 together with the theorems of S. Donaldson, K. Uhlenbeck and S. T. Yau, we will obtain the isomorphism between the two complex structures of the moduli space of irreducible EinsteinHermitian connections. Finally in §4, we will prove along [F-S] that the forgetful map from the moduli space of irreducible EinsteinHermitian connections into that of simple holomorphic structures is an open embedding as not necessarily reduced real analytic spaces (Proposition 4.2) . This implies that the two complex structures considered above are natural. This work was done during my stay at SFB 170 and was announced in [Mi] In this section, we will prove the existence of semi-universal family of holomorphic structures, using the Banach analytic space argument in [Dou] . The following notion of a Banach analytic space is due to A. Douady (cf. [Dou] ).
Let E and F be Banach spaces over C (resp. R) and 0 : EuU ->F be a C-(resp 0 R-} analytic map from an open neighbourhood U of 0 in E into F with 0(0) =0. C-(resp. R-) analytic functions h on an open neighbourhood in U with the form h(u) =(0(u) , f(u)\ where f is a C-(resp. /Z-) analytic map from the same neighbourhood into a Banach space L(F, C) (resp. L(F, J?)), the space of bounded linear forms on F, forms an ideal of the sheaf 0 Ua We consider a ringed space (^(O), &u/^e) a local model of a Banach analytic space.
Definition 1. 1. A Banach analytic space is a ringed space (X, 0 x) which is locally isomorphic to a local model of the above type.
Remark. If E is, in particular, finite dimensional, then a Banach analytic space is an analytic space in usual sense, because 0 n is a sheaf of noetherian rings.
A ringed space (X, 0 x) which is locally isomorphic to local models of the above type with $ = 0 is called a Proof. Let h = ^n> Q h n be an expansion of A into a sum of polynomial maps and u n be a symmetric ?2-form on F x X F 2 with values in G associated with h n . Let a 1? a 2 be non-negative integers with ai -{-a 2 = n and u a ifl be a (fl b a 2 )-form induced from u n . Then /z n (#) = E"=o «C* tt flfll _ a (*,•••,*). Since A(f, 0)=0, we have u niQ = Q. If <2<X let M a , n _ fl be a (<2, n -a -l)-form with values in L(F 2 ,G) induced from M a . n _ as Because ||w flin _J|H|w a , n _J| 5 En>oE"=o nCJI^.n-alk"' 1 is convergent for some r>0.
Hence we have a local analytic map /: F 1 XF 2 -^L(F 2 ,G) by /=S.«/,, where /.(*) = Z»iJ n C a u a , n -a (x 9 . . . f *). It is clear that A (f, j) = </(*, j) , ^> by the construction of /. a K D.
Throughout this paper except §3, by "analytic" we mean "Canalytic".
Let E be a differentiable complex vector bundle over a compact complex manifold X. In particular, Q is finite dimensional. Since |!^||fe-i<^ill^A a: l!fe-2^c2ll^llfe-ill a lk f°r some constants c 1 and c 2 ,
: (T, o) -> (GL (E) k+l9 id E ) such that it is of class C°° and the map t-*g(t}<o(t)
Lemma 1.7. J r P = ^p aP .
Proof. It is clear that J^^pCJ^p.
Let ^ be a local analytic map from Q^ into F defined by %(OL) = (a, Da + a/\a). If 1' is the expression of 1 with respect to the local charts (Q,,/> 1IO ) and (F, (AX^2) jF ), then i'(0 -(*,/> 2 oP(a(*)))• Since P(a) =0o2(a), we infer from Lemma 1.2 that the expression P 7 of P with respect to the chart (Q,,/>HF) has the form P'(t) =0 '(t, '(s) °e(g(s) ) +e (g(s) )~l°J D(«(g(j))), then POO)) =*(g(j))~l o P (*»'(*)) °^(gW). Hence we have a local family (<o, (S,o) Proof. Both families correspond to each other via diflferentiable trivializations of families of holomorphic vector bundles, i.e. a difFerentiable isomorphism s: ExT-*£ with s lExo = i.
.,t m ] satisfying (1) -(3) in Proposition 2. I}/-, where the equivalence is denned as Proposition 2.2, and ^V((T 9 0)) = [tf-^Xx (T,
Let <f->Zx(T, 0) be a vector bundle and {e a0 (t}} be a system of its transition matrices with respect to a Stein covering X=D a V a . We may assume that {e afl (o)} gives a system of transition matrices of E. A differentiate trivialization of £ is represented by (s a (t)} with 
be a vector bundle over Xx(T,o). Then there exists a differ entiable trivialization which induces a local family of deformations of 5. (2) Conversely, let <y(0 be a local family of deformations of 3. Then there exists a vector bundle over XX (T, 0) and a differ entiable trivialization which induces w(t). (3) Let ctf(0 (resp. <y'(0) be a local family of deformations of 3 induced from a vector bundle $ (resp. $ ') over Xx(T,o) via a differentiate trivialization s: £ ~ExT (resp. s': £'~ExT). Then «? -g ' if and only if (D(t}~~(*)'(t).
Proof. (1) Let a>(0 = E 7^a7 (0)(3j 7 (0)(J r (0)"V(°)}-Then ai(0 satisfies (1) and (2) in Proposition 2.1. We infer from (2.2) that <w(0 satisfies (2.3). We will show that o)(t) satisfies (3) where {e^CO} is a system of transition matrices of £' with respect to the covering X=\J a V a . We may assume that e a^ ( 0) If we set 5(0=S 7^a r(0)ft(0^a(0), then g(t} satisfies (1)^(3) of Proposition 2.2 because of (2.5) and (2.6). (3) Remark. A holomorphic structure is simple if and only if its associated holomorphic bundle is simple i.e. every holomorphic endomorphism is constant.
Conversely, suppose that g(t) ^GL(E) k+l [t lfm .. 9 t m ] satisfies (1) -
Let ^(E 1 ) be the moduli space of simple holomorphic structures on E. By [Ko] Note added in Proof. After submitting this paper, Professor D. Sundararaman informed me that he had independently proved Theorems 1, 2 and 3.
